OBJECTIVES This study sought to compare the influence of the extent of multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) area oversizing on the incidence of paravalvular aortic regurgitation (PAR) between the Sapien 3 and the Sapien XT transcatheter heart valve (THV) to define a new MDCT sizing guideline suitable for the Sapien 3 platform.
T ranscatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) has become an effective treatment of severe aortic stenosis in patients considered to be of high perioperative mortality risk (1) and those deemed to be high risk for surgery (2,3).
Despite continuous procedural refinements, paravalvular aortic regurgitation (PAR) and aortic root injury remain important limitations in the widening of its application to lower-risk patients (4, 5) . Appropriate sizing of the transcatheter heart valve (THV)
is critically important to minimize the incidence of PAR. Moderate to severe PAR has been shown to be an independent predictor of mortality (3,5).
Multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) has
recently been shown to be predictive of PAR owing to its 3-dimensional capabilities and better appreciation of the noncircular annular geometry (6, 7) .
Importantly, integration of a MDCT annulus area sizing algorithm reduced PAR in patients receiving
Sapien XT THV in a prospective multicenter approach (8) . However, it is well accepted that a single sizing algorithm for all valve platforms is not acceptable and that sizing needs to be refined depending on valve design.
The Sapien 3 THV has been recently introduced with an external sealing cuff and improved delivery catheter with the goal of reducing PAR by means of its enhanced paravalvular sealing and more accurate positioning. In the first case series, an MDCT sizing algorithm designed for a previous valve generation was used (9) ; however, it is unclear whether this is appropriate. We herein sought to compare the in- 
Yang et al. The flowchart provides information about the included and excluded patients in the Sapien 3 and Sapien XT THV groups. MDCT ¼ multidetector computed tomography; TAVR ¼ transcatheter aortic valve replacement; THV ¼ transcatheter heart valve; TTE ¼ transthoracic echocardiography.
Yang et al. The nominal external valve area, diameter, and perimeter are shown for the Sapien 3 transcatheter heart valve (THV). Figure 6 .
AREA UNDER THE CURVE. Sapien 3 THV nominal area and MDCT annular area provided weak prediction of mild or greater PAR (area under the curve Yang et al.
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Incidence of PAR With the SAPIEN 3 studies also demonstrated that patients with mild PAR had a 1.8Â higher risk of 1-year mortality than did those without this complication (14) .
DECREASED PAR WITH THE SAPIEN 3 THV.
Two main causes of PAR with balloon-expandable prostheses are felt to be implantation of a THV that is relatively smaller than aortic annulus (undersizing) or positioning the device too high or too low (14, 15) .
In the present study, the rate of mild or greater PAR was significantly lower in the Sapien 3 group than in the Sapien XT group except for patients with area oversizing above 10% where both groups had a low The numbers in the columns denote the absolute numbers and rates of mild or greater PAR. Abbreviations as in Figures 1 and 3 .
Yang et al. In the current study, the optimal cutoff value of MDCT area oversizing for the prediction of mild or greater PAR was lower in the Sapien 3 group than in the Sapien XT group and the currently recommended area oversizing thresholds of 5% to 15%. In addition, patients with 0% to 5% oversizing had only numerically higher rates of mild or greater PAR without statistical significance when compared with patients with 5% to 10% oversizing. These findings Yang et al. 
